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INTRODUCTION 
 

Schizophrenia is probably the most representative psychotic disorder, a chronic and severe condition characterized by delusions, physical agitation (Rossler et al., 2005) and decline of cognitive function causing inability to learn 

and build or maintain satisfactory interpersonal relationships (Kurtz & Tolman, 2011). All the above characteristics along with the effects of drug medication lead to poor physical health (Roick et al., 2007) and quality of life of 

patients with schizophrenia ( Acil et al., 2008), that is further deteriorated by the adoption of inappropriate health habits (Dixon et al., 2007) and lack of physical exercise that reduces functional exercise capacity (Vancampfort et 

al., 2011). Physical activity can result in a number of short-term and long-term positive psychological effects on self-esteem, personality and mood and it is a useful non- pharmacological application to improve quality of life of 

patients with schizophrenia (Carless & Douglas, 2004). However, drop-out rates from exercise are significantly higher compared to general population, creating the need  to  incorporate not only application of exercises, but also 

implementation of behaviour strategies to improve patients’ perceptions towards physical activity (Menza et al., 2004). Token economy system approach that has been proved to be an effective behavioural treatment for 

psychiatric disorders (Dickerson et al., 2005) through application of rewards for clearly defined target behaviours (Dixon et al., 2010). So far, no studies were conducted combining physical activity with token economy behavioural 

treatment. Thus, the purpose of this study was to examine the effect of an exercise and token economy system program on improving quality of life, mood profile, self-image and self-esteem of patients with schizophrenia. 

 
 

 
Participants –Training Programme & Instruments 

METHOD 

 

The sample consisted of 30 patients (38–61 years old) with schizophrenia selected randomly by drawing lots from a total population of 45 residents receiving care at a private psychiatry hospital. Following, the sample was 

randomly assigned in two groups (control and experiment). Control group participants (N = 10) agreed to sign the consent form so as to complete all instruments but did not attend any training session. The remaining sample of 

20 patients was separated randomly in two experiment groups (A and B) using a therapeutic alliance process with three 60-minute preparatory meetings arranged prior programme initiation between the psychiatrist and the 

researcher with all 20 patients, serving the purpose of creating a therapeutic bond and agreement on the goals and tasks of therapy (Smerud & Rosenfarb, 2008). Next,  participants were randomly separated into two groups of 10 

patients for the observers and participants of the programme, that is, an exercise observation with tokens group (experiment group A) and an actual exercise with tokens group (experiment group B), respectively. The duration of 

the training programme was eight weeks at a frequency of three training sessions per week, of 45 minutes each session. Rewards (tokens) were also provided in each session to experiment group A and B participants as a 

behavioristic procedure so as to improve attitude towards exercise and minimize drop out risk. In each training session, each participant had the opportunity to receive two tokens. That is, prior the beginning one credit for being 

on time and the second credit at the end, rewarding the consistency of patients to observe (experiment group A) or participate (experiment group B) the whole 45 minutes session required. The number of smaller and bigger 

tokens provided was gradually reduced without however being completely withdrawn. Data included the use of SF-36 Quality of Life Questionnaire (QLQ), the instrument Profile of Mood States (POMS), the Body-Cathexis Scale 

and the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale which were selected and administered prior, during, and after application of the exercise program, as well three months after the completion of the exercise program (follow up). The 8 weeks 

duration of the exercise program was conducted combining physical activity with behavioristic treatment so as to promote exercise behavior and minimize drop out risk.  

 
 

 
RESULTS 

 
Regarding the quality of life, experiment group B participants as compared to those of the experiment group A and control group found at the end of the exercise program as experiencing less problems with daily activities and 

felling more energetic and vigorous with fewer emotional difficulties, leading to an improved mental component score. Also, experiment group B participants reported higher self-esteem leading to an improved personal care and 

less social limitations, results that were retained in re-measuring. As regards the short-term effect of the exercise program on mood profile, both experiment group A and B reported as felling more vigorous, less depressed and 

less confused leading to an improved total mood score. 

 

             Table 1. Repeated ANOVA of SF 36 variables with statistically significant results**                  Table 2. Arithmetic means, standard deviations and post hoc tests for statistically significant results of  POMS 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

**Note: Results based on Greenhouse-Geisser tes 
 

As for self-esteem and body cathexis, post hoc t-test for independent samples revealed statistically significant differences in a) post measurements for ‘self-esteem’ and ‘health skills’ (t=-2.34, df=15.51, p=.033) between 

experiment group A and B in favour of group B (t=-2.22, df=18, p=.040) b) significant reduction for control group individuals in self-esteem’ (p=.017), ‘physical fitness’ (p=.011), ‘total appearance’ (p=.006), ‘health and skills’ 

(p=.004), ‘face’ (p=.002) and ‘total body satisfaction score’ (p=.002). 

 
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 

 

The purpose of the study was to examine the effect of an exercise and token economy system program on improving psychological parameters of patients with schizophrenia, leading to encouraging findings concerning their 

quality of life, self-esteem, body cathexis and mood profile. As regards to the short-term effect of the exercise programme on mood, results highlight mood improvement in the everyday lives of experiment group B participants, 

whereas the decreased feelings of confusion leading to ability improvement to perform daily activities in experiment group A observers, has implications for such individuals as a primary goal of psychiatric therapy (Maggouritsa 

et al., 2014a). Furthermore, post results between the three groups concerning the long-term effect of the exercise program showed the positive influence of the physical activity program on improving self-esteem, quality of life 

and psychological well- being parameters only for experiment group B participants (Kokaridas et al., 2013). Reduction noticed in psychological values for control group participants, points out the necessity of physical activity to 

play a more active role in mental health care (Maggouritsa et al, 2014b). Application of the token economy system was useful in motivating individuals to participate to the extent that no drop-outs occurred during intervention. 

Overall, to minimize drop out risk and promote healthy behaviors, physical activity programs should be considered as an integral part of the overall therapy process, incorporating behavior strategies and procedures such as the 

token economy application and therapeutic alliance process to improve patients’ perceptions towards physical activity as a mean to improve their quality of life and psychological well-being. 
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Variables  Sum of Square df Mean Square F p 

Role physical Between groups 21.050 2 10.525 .776 .47 

 Within subjects 64.067 1 64.067 8.102 .008 

 Interaction 87.433 27 43.717 5.529 .010 

 Total 172.550 30    

Vitality Between groups 77.233 2 38.617 .101 .049 

 Within subjects 2.400 1 2.400 .421 .52 

 Interaction 12.700 27 6.350 1.114 .050 

 Toal 92.333 30    

Role emotional Between groups 80.033 2 40.017 2.574 .095 

 Within subjects 45.067 1 45.067 7.667 .010 

 Interaction 49.233 27 24.617 4.188 .026 

 Toal 174.333 30    

Mental component Between groups 430.00 2 215.00 2.998 .053 

 Within subjects 156.817 1 156.817 4.082 .050 

 Interaction 178.533 27 89.267 2.324 .117 

 Total 765.350 30    

Variables          Groups      Mean 

   pre-post 

   SD            t     df p 

Vigour-Vitality Control group 11.50/11.40 7.0/6.93 1.00 9 .343 

  Experiment A 12.60/10.70 5.6/5.8 1.62 9 .020 

 Experiment B 15.40/19.40 5.1/3.7 -2.52 9 .038 

       

Depression Control group 6.40/6.00 4.4/4.0 1.80 9 .104 

 Experiment A 8.30/5.30 8.4/5.8 2.79 9 .021 

 Experiment B 5.80/4.20 9.5/9.2 1.98 9 .039 

       

Confusion Control group 1.90/2.00 2.0/2.0 -1.00 9 .343 

 Experiment A 3.70/1.60 3.0/1.9 3.28 9 .010 

 Experiment B 1.80/2.00 1.3/1.8 -1.00 9 .049 

       

Total mood profile Control group 107/107 10.1/9.3 0.00 9 1.00 

 Experiment A 113/105 27.6/19 2.49 9 .034 

 Experiment B 99/96 18.1/17 1.20 9 .006 
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